
 

 

 

RE:  ChemDAQ filter patent                                                               30 July 2012 

 

ChemDAQ makes a big deal about its Patent 7,491,547—issued on 17 February 2009—
for  “Filter for Gas Sensor.”  I will not bore you with the rampant inconsistency in how it 
can sometimes be nearly impossible to obtain a patent given one examiner, yet with 
another examiner, the most ridiculous “inventions” can obtain patent protection. 

Instead, I will present key items from the patent, and offer my observations.  

 

1. First, here is the Abstract of the patent: 

A filter that allows specific detection of ethylene oxide by a non-specific electrochemical 
gas sensor through the removal of potential interferent gases, such as alcohols, and 
carbon monoxide.  The filter contains an oxidizing agent that will oxidize the interferent 
gas but not ethylene oxide or alter natively a polymeric material that allows selective 
hydrogen bonds to the interferent gas but not ethylene oxide.  This filter is intended for 
use with ambient air gas monitors, such as those employed to enhance workplace 
safety. 

 

2. The patent acknowledges the problems created by placing a filter in 
front of a sensor—especially a diffusion sensor: 

If the filter material is placed in front of the sensor or in the sensor, such that the gas 
passes through the filter by natural diffusion, then the filter medium needs to be 
selected so that the filter does not present an excessive diffusion barrier to the gas. 
Even a porous filter will present a diffusion barrier to the gases reaching the sensor, and 
the greater the diffusion barrier, the greater the reduction in the sensitivity of the 
sensor. 

  

https://www.gasdetection.com/wp-content/uploads/US7491547.pdf


 

 

 

 

3. A small amount of experimental data is presented, showing the 
performance of the filter: 

Experimental data showing the response of an electrochemical based monitor to  
successive exposures to 10 ppm each carbon monoxide (CO), ethanol (EtOH) and 
ethylene oxide (EtO), with and without a filter.  [Note the very low concentration of 
challenge gases used.] 

FIG. 2 shows experimental data obtained using a filter as described above, employing 
silver (II) oxide as the filter medium.  For the purposes of this invention, the term silver 
(II) oxide includes all chemical species with the approximate stoichiometric formula of 
AgO, including chemical species with silver in other oxidation states, such as a blend of 
silver (I) and silver (III) ions.  

In this experiment filters were placed in the gas path of two Chemdaq Corporation gas 
monitors immediately in front of the sensor, similar to the arrangement shown in FIG. 1; 
and a third monitor without a filter was used as control.  The three test gases were 
carbon monoxide, ethanol, and ethylene oxide all at 10 ppm in nitrogen, applied to the 
monitors at 500 ml/min or just nitrogen as a zero gas.   

The three monitors were connected to the same gas line, with the control situated last.     
At the start of the experiment (time=0), the monitors had nitrogen applied and as 
expected there was no response from any of the monitors. 

At approximately 500 seconds, carbon monoxide was applied and response curve A was 
produced from the control monitor 21, but the response from the filtered monitors 20 
remained at the baseline.  At approximate time of 1000 seconds, the carbon monoxide 
was turned off and nitrogen applied again and the control monitor response 21 
returned to the baseline zero.      

At approximately 1600 seconds, ethanol was applied to all three monitors.  The output 
from the control 21 rose to form response curve B, but the filtered monitors 20 
remained at baseline.  At approximately 2300 seconds the ethanol was turned off and 
nitrogen applied again and the signal from the control monitor 21 returned towards 
zero.  At approximately 3100 seconds, ethylene oxide test gas was applied and all three 
monitors responded as is shown in response curve C.      

 

 



 

 

 

 

The unfiltered monitor 21 gas (sic) [he means “gives”] a slightly higher response than 
the filtered monitors 20, but this small difference between response curves 20 and 21 is 
readily accommodated by calibration.  This experiment demonstrated the efficiency of 
the new filter.  Using conventional electrochemical sensors, the filtered monitors 20 
exhibited no detectable response to ethanol or carbon monoxide, but gave a strong 
response to ethylene oxide.      

Thus this filter has solved the primary drawback of the electrochemical sensors, i.e.     
their cross sensitivity to easily oxidizable volatile compound including ethanol and 
carbon monoxide.  Additional testing (not shown) demonstrated that this filter removes 
isopropanol (propan 2-ol) at least as efficiently as it does ethanol. 

 

4. Remarks on experimental method and data 

4.1 The entire experiment took less than two hours, and the filter was challenged for 
only a few minutes, with each interferent gas. 

4.2 10 ppm is an inappropriately low challenge gas concentration, especially for 
alcohols, since as commonly deployed in an SPD, these could be present in the hundreds 
of ppm. 

4.3 Ironically, although he references testing done on isopropyl alcohol, which of 
course is the most important alcohol interferent, that data is not shown.  Indeed, our 
EtO sensor shows pretty good interference rejection for ethanol (380:1), less so for CO 
(20:1). 

4.4  The actual significance of the y-axis of Figure 2 (“Sensor Response”) is unclear—
no doubt purposely so.  Are we to conclude that the unfiltered sensor responds nearly 
equally to CO, EtO, and ethanol? 

 

5. Remarks on practicality of the filter 

5.1 Assuming that the filter works as described, we have no idea as to the useful life 
of the device in the field.  Moreover, there is no claim in the patent that the filter has 
any sort of indicating function, whereby it would turn color upon being exhausted. 



 

 

 

 

5.2 No doubt, it is POSSIBLE to come up with some sort of fancy selective filter for 
alcohols, and even if one were not concerned with the rather massive problem of not 
knowing when it is exhausted, would it not be better to work around the alcohol 
problem as we have advocated for years?  A selective filter for alcohols could be of use 
for very short-term survey work, but since there is so little call for this in the EtO market, 
what was the point of this development effort? 

 


